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THE BASICS OF PERSONAL INSURANCE
Who is this book for?
This information book is aimed at helping anyone gain a basic understanding of insurance.
Bolster Risk Management deals in ‘personal insurance’. This means, anything that effects the
body (such as health, accident, illness and death).
There are other types of insurance, such as boat, car and house insurance. These are typically
known, rather antiquatedly, as ‘fire and general’ cover. This book does not deal with these.
Note: this is not a policy document. It’s a basic guide to some of the more relatable insurance
issues, the ones we discuss with clients time and again. Always seek advice from a registered
financial adviser if you have any insurance questions.

What can you expect to read?
Common questions and concerns from people like you. We speak to a lot of people – we love
to, it’s our job – and the people we speak with all tend to have similar questions and concerns.
These include:
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•

Why do I need insurance?

•

What will it cost me?

•

What types are there?

•

What if the insurer fails?

•

What if they don’t pay claims!

•

Why do I need a broker?

•

What does a broker do?

•

Who pays the adviser?

•

Why is it so complicated?
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What exactly is insurance?
History
Insurance has been around since the Babylonian traders. Life insurance as a category was not
formalised until the first contracts written in the early 1700s. This gave rise to the use of the
mortality rate, a measure of the number and causes of deaths. This quickly led to the use of
‘actuaries’, those who look at all possible risks and quantify these risks into possible liabilities.

So, what is it?
Insurance is simply the transfer of risk, from one person (or entity) to another. It is a means of
protection from financial loss, or more formally, risk management.
Essentially, you pay a premium to someone else, an organization, usually, so that if a risk event
occurs, you are financially covered.

Ok... so, show me how it works...?
A simple way to describe what it is, is to describe what might happen if you had it.
Let’s say that Marty has a family and a mortgage owing $500,000 to the bank. Unfortunately, Marty
dies, leaving his wife and family with that debt.
The simple risk = $500,000 to the bank. But what does that mean in practical terms? The bank
could foreclose or repossess the house if the family is unable to pay the mortgage repayments.
Therefore, the actual risk = $500,000 and the loss of the family home, a slightly different and, let’s
face it, less attractive picture.
The solution: Pay someone else a small amount (a premium to the insurance company), so that
in the event of death, the insurance company will give Marty’s wife $500,000. This means the risk
has been transferred from Marty to the insurance company for the price of the premium.
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Product Types
Broadly, there are five types of personal insurance: Life, Trauma, Income Replacement, Total and

Permanent Disability (TPD), and Health and Medical insurance.

Life Insurance
Death cover (a lump sum beneﬁt). Some insurers will pay on
terminal illness (if you are likely to die within 12 months).

Trauma Insurance
Serious illness or accident (lump sum cover). Sometimes
known as critical cover (although this is occasionally a ‘skinny’
version of a full trauma product).
Income Replacement: Income Protection
Replaces part of your income because you become too sick or
injured to work (monthly paying beneﬁt). This type of beneﬁt is
often oﬀset by other income (such as ACC payments).
Income Replacement: Mortgage Protection
Pays most or all your mortgage repayments on a monthly
basis because you are too sick or injured to work. This can
also be used to replace a portion of your gross income, (can
be up to 45%) to help pay rent and other expenses.
Total and Permanent Disability
Never able to work again? This may mean that you cannot
work in your current occupation, or you may never work again
in any meaningful capacity. It pays you a lump sum beneﬁt.
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Health and Medical
For elective treatment (not acute), i.e. it’s for surgery, not a car
accident. If you need a shoulder reconstruction or treatment
for bowel cancer, you may be able to claim (policy conditions
may apply).

Business Insurance
There are also insurance products for businesses that are helpful when thinking about key people
on the team. If something happened to a key staff member, shareholder or director, could the
business continue to operate? Business expenses can be put at risk if the key person dies or
becomes unable to work due to accident or illness. Shareholder protection, business expenses
protection, debt protection and business continuity protection are all critical to business risk
management.
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Insurers, brokers and you
Insurers
Each insurer has an array different features and benefits for their various products, themselves
too numerous and complex to try and distinguish them here. The products categories above are
a simplified and generic view, and a method of segmenting them for future discussion. Part of a
good adviser’s role is to make sure that the product selected for you matches your situation.
QuoteMonster™, an independent quoting platform that some financial advisers use for insurance,
suggests that there are over 20,000 product variations in New Zealand alone. This obviously
makes it extremely difficult for the general public, people like you, to navigate through all these
variations and product differences.

Brokers, insurance agents, advisors
The purpose of a good financial adviser is to guide you through the process of making the
purchasing decision. However, it doesn’t (and shouldn’t) end there. As a lifetime client, that
adviser will be there to help you and your family on an ongoing basis, as little or as much as you
need them. They can assist you to make claims, to ensure that you get the benefits that you have
been paying for, and to review your product choices. The broker is your advocate.
They sell on behalf of the insurer, they help you purchase the products and benefits that suit your
requirements, and then they assist your claims if (and when) they occur. The agents are paid a
commission from the insurance companies.
Later in this book we discuss how to find a good insurance adviser.
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Price, Cost & Premiums
The primary question people ask
How much will it cost?
With so many product variations, the price is difficult to determine. It is not like buying a tin of
beans. On top of the varieties of different products, several other factors feed into the final cost of
premiums. We can, at least, outline what those are. Below is a list of some of the key factors that
influence the price of cover:
1.

What is the total sum insured?

2.

Age of the person insured

3.

Gender – diﬀerent prices between men and women, determined by risk factors

4.

Smoker or not (including vape & e- cigarettes)

5.

CPI (consumer price index)

6.

Underlying cost of the product, as determined by each company

7.

Certain pre-existing conditions may increase the premium.

8.

Weight. Excessive BMI (body Mass Index) will attract higher premiums

For monthly-paying benefits such as income protection and mortgage repayment insurance,
there are often additional factors to consider, such as
•

How quickly does the insurer start paying?

•

How long does the insurer pay for?

•

Are any additional add-ons and beneﬁts applied to the cover?
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What if….?
A question that comes up quite often is, “what happens if the insurer fails?”
While there is not a specific guarantee on insurance companies, there are several factors to
consider. Each is financially rated with a reputable agency (such as Standard & Poors). The
insurance industry is regulated under the Reserve Bank (RBNZ) and the Financial Markets
Authority (FMA). From a market perspective, if a company was running into difficulty, it is highly
likely that the asset book (all the policies) would be sold to another insurer. The net effect on the
policy holders would likely be negligible.

The insurance companies try to avoid paying claims... don't they?
It is in the interests of insurance companies to pay claims. If they don’t, then people will stop
buying their insurance, brokers will stop recommending their products and the company will
become less than competitive. The top insurers make a point of telling everyone exactly how
much they pay out each year, to whom and why.
Most companies will pay around the 90-95% of all claims made. Those that are not paid are
normally due to the claim not being eligible in the first place. On rare occasions, claims are not
paid due to fraud, i.e. claimants trying to claim when they are deliberately misleading the insurer.

Why do I really need insurance..?
The best explanation… Maybe you don’t need insurance..!
If you don’t have responsibilities to anyone, if your income is fully secure for the next 30-40 years
through to retirement and beyond and if you are totally debt free, then you may not need
insurance. For everyone else (!) talk to your adviser to find out more.
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Keep it simple
To finish this introductory section, a little clarification around some common insurance terms.
Jargon

Plain English

Insurance

The transfer of risk from one to another

Risk Management

Insurance, cover, protection

Underwriter

Person who assesses the application

Insurer, provider

Insurance company with whom you have the policy with

Policy

Contract with the insurer

Broker, adviser, financial adviser

Person who helps check the market for you, research the
options

that

best

ﬁt

your

needs,

desires

and

requirements for cover.

Offer of Terms

How the insurance company will oﬀer to you as their
client. There may be restrictions, such as limitations on
cover.

Pre-existing conditions

Health conditions, treatments, symptoms (and more)
which the insurer deems to be relevant when assessing
your application.

Premium

Cost to you (normally monthly, fortnightly or weekly).

Benefit

What you get (normally in $ terms)

Benefit period

How long the policy pays out for

Wait period

How long before the insurer pays you

Claim

What you get paid, (or the treatment is paid for) by the
insurer

We hope this introduction to basic insurance products and concepts was useful.
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WHAT IS THE COST OF PESONAL INSURANCE?
17 Things You Need To Know
There are many things that make up the cost of insurance, depending on what you are getting
covered for. It is not like buying a can of baked beans. Clearly. That said, we don’t think it is some
sort of ‘black- art’ that needs to be kept secret from the public, either. At the end of this chapter
you should have a much clearer understanding of the terminology and jargon used, as well as
an understanding of the building blocks for your premium. There are about as many types of
insurance as there are brands of beans, so we’re going to focus, in this article, on what we call
“personal risk”. As we mentioned in the previous chapter, there are 5 key product categories.
And we like pictures! We think they explain it simply, and effectively:

Life

Trauma

Total & Permanent Disability (TPD)

Income Replacement

Health & Medical

OK, you could argue that this is not the most inspiring line-up for a discussion! But it’s critical that
you know what these things are, how they’re priced, and how being covered for any or all of them
can make a significant difference to your life.
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Pricing Considerations
We gave you a list earlier and this expands on that. It is a snapshot that captures the most
commonly considered factors when companies are pricing your insurance:
1.

Your age

2.

If you smoke

3.

Your gender

4.

Your BMI (Body Mass Index)

5.

Other health issues/pre-existing conditions (these impact loading)

6.

Level / YRT (Yearly Renewable Term)

7.

Disability Insurance (or DI cover): Monthly benefit amount/Wait Period/Benefit Term

8.

Health: Excess Options/Hospital vs day-to-day cover?

9.

Trauma: Life Buy back/Reinstatement

10. Accelerated vs Stand Alone
11. Total & Permanent Disability (TPD)•Own vs Any occupation
12. Occupation Class
13. CPI – Consumer Price Index
14. Insurer's product cost
15. Multi-benefit, multi-product discounts
16. Kids trauma - Free or not..?
17. Future Insurability - what is it?
We will expand on these bullet points below. Some of these building blocks may apply to all
insurance products, some will be specific to the product category. For example, the reinstatement
option for Trauma applies to Trauma and not health insurance.
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Note: This information is not meant the take the place of a policy document. Also, each insurer
may use slightly different terminology. And remember, life insurance discussions inevitably
involve facts and stats that some of would prefer not to face. Don’t be put off by our directness
here: this is important (It’s your life, after all!) and it’s our job to be clear, direct, and factual. And
with all that said, let’s move on: we think this information we’ve gathered up and clarified will
really help you when you discuss your protection plans with your financial adviser. And that’s
some really good news.

1. Age
Age is a key factor in price. Statistically, as we get older, more wears out and goes wrong. You’re
more likely to have heart issues in your 50s than your 20s. And the longer you stick around, so do
you increase your chances of having an accident. It’s just statistics, and it’s not worth arguing
with! But it impacts your premium costs.

2. Smoker
The health risks to smokers are well known. Smoking drastically shortens your life expectancy
and increases your chance of getting a whole raft of health conditions. As these risks increase,
the insurance companies want to ‘off-set’ their risk, by charging you a higher rate (or premium)
for being a smoker. Interestingly, and worth being aware of, some insurers have adopted similar
view to vaping too.

3. Gender
Men and women are biologically different. (Who knew?!). The point is these differences mean
that statistically, different conditions are likely to impact women, and at different times in their
lives, than for men. Generally, the pricing on women tends to be higher when they’re younger,
and then lower than men in later years.

4. BMI - Body Mass Index
Essentially, this is the ratio between your height and weight. Although it is a far from perfect
measure, (a weightlifter, for example, is both large and fit), people with higher BMI scores are
statistically more likely to have issues with diabetes and cardiovascular conditions, and the
insurers price accordingly.
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5. Loading - Other Health Issues & Pre-existing Conditions
Pricing insurance is definitely not black and white, especially around health. People carry myriad
conditions throughout their lives, and these often come and go. An insurer, then, will assess a
condition you may have as “borderline” and rather than exclude you on that basis, they will ‘load’
your premium to account for this. This minimizes their risk. Remember, these things can be reevaluated within a set time period, and loadings can be removed when conditions clear or are
managed to a degree the insurers are happy with. And if your condition is ongoing, you’re simply
paying a little more to accommodate that.

6. Level / YRT (Yearly Renewable Term)
Most premiums nowadays are set out as YRT, which effectively means that the contract ‘renews’
each year. (Anyone with insurance is familiar with getting their renewal letter in the mail telling
about their premium increase.) Even though you may be paying fortnightly or monthly, the
agreement you have in place with the insurer is an annual one.
There is another process that is growing in popularity which is known as the Level Premium. An
easy way to think of it is like fixing your mortgage repayments (whereby you can request with you
bank to pay the same amount each fortnight on your mortgage, irrespective of interest rates
changes, for a set period. The Level Premium option works on a similar basis. You can fix the
amount you pay for a specified term, usually through to the age of 65 or 70, although some
insurers restrict the term to ten years. As with fixing your mortgage, there are significant costsavings to the Level Premium process, but there are fishhooks too. Definitely one to talk through
with your adviser.

7.1 Disability Insurance (or DI cover) - Monthly Benefit Amount
The amount of cover that you specify is a key factor in your price. This applies for all insurances
(except Health and medical, which behave differently), and it’s pretty simple: the more you insure
yourself for, the higher the premium.

7.2 Disability Insurance (or DI cover) - Wait Period
A key component of DI cover is how soon you will start receiving payments post event, known as
the “wait” period. Most will start at 4 weeks, but there are typically options like 8/13/26 weeks (and
beyond). Essentially, the longer the wait time before you get any pay-out, the lower the cost to
you.
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7.3 Disability Insurance (or DI cover) - Benefit Term
The benefit term is how long the insurer will carry on paying you a monthly disability benefit.
Generally, the options are 2, 5 years or more, right through to the age of 65. The longer the term,
the more expensive the insurance. It makes sense, really: if the insurance company has to pay
you monthly for the next 30 years of your working life, because you have chosen the Age 65
option, this will cost you far more, than if you’d chosen the 2 year option.

8.1 Health - Excess Options
This is where you get some power back! Your excess gives you some future control over your
health insurance. It works much the same way as an excess on home/car insurance may have
an excess, you can do the same with most modern health covers.

8.2. Health - Hospital or Day-to-day Cover?
We’re getting spoiled for choice now! The type of cover that you have with health insurance plays
a large part how the price is calculated. Generally, day-to-day cover, such as seeing your GP,
prescriptions, or dental & eyewear are in many cases what we call “dollar-swapping”, i.e. paying
via premium what you’d spend anyway. Or, to be a little more direct, it’s like insuring the
wingmirror on your car and not the chassis and engine.
Insurance is about covering the risk you cannot ordinarily cover yourself. Most people cannot
afford the $20,000 cancer operation, so they’ll buy insurance to cover that. Buying insurance to
cover yourself for a $60 trip to the doctor doesn’t make much financial sense.

9.1 Trauma - Life Buy Back
When Trauma cover is accelerated (see 10 for an explanation of accelerated trauma), you can
elect to have the Life Insurance component ‘brought back’ to the sum insured, prior to the trauma
claim.

9.2 Trauma - Reinstatement
This is an option whereby after a trauma claim, you can elect to have the Trauma cover
reinstated, to have cover again, should you need it in the future. While this is a great option, there
are a number of fishhooks with it. Again, speak with your financial adviser to get a good
understanding of the limitations with this option.
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10. Accelerated versus Stand Alone
You can have your trauma (or TPD) cover ‘accelerated’ to your life cover (see the blog post on
our website, “What is accelerated… does it go faster?”) Essentially this means that if you make a
claim on your trauma, then your Life insured amount decreases by that amount. The risk then, is
that you have less in your life cover should you need it.
Accelerated is an economic method of stacking your insurance to cover your risks while on a
budget. Again, one for a conversation with your financial adviser.

11. Total & Permanent Disability (TPD): Own vs Any Occupation
There basically two types of TPD cover. TPD pays a lump sum if you are unable to work. You can
opt for this to be applied specifically to in your own occupation, or occupations in general. The
second option will be less expensive, but depending on what you do, you may need to opt for
the first. There is obviously an assumption here about just how severe your condition is. For you,
to be unable to work in any job whatsoever is obviously a tougher situation than being unfit for
your own specific skillset. Yet from the insurer’s perspective, the “any occupation” option is a
lesser risk. It’s a bit, as they say, complicated!
(See the blog post on our website “TPD – Is that contagious.. ?” for more info this).

12. Occupation Class
The type of job you do may expose you to greater risks than other lines of work. Therefore,
especially with monthly-paying disability covers, different jobs will attract different rates. You may
assume that an arc-welder will be more expensive to insure than a high-level corporate. You may
be right; the welder faces dangerous conditions on a daily basis. That said, a CEO will also face
higher risks for stress and mental illness days and will therefore attract expense that way.

13. CPI - Consumer Price Index
Also known as inflation, this has the same effect on insurance as it does with other goods and
services; they track upwards over time.

14. Underlying Cost Of The Insurer's Product
Insurers spend a lot of time making sure that they can sustain their ‘book’, which consists of the
clients that make up all the policies that the insurance company looks after. Claims data and
'pooled product risk' – the number of claims on a certain product – all contribute to future costs.
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The more claims, the more financial strain on the ‘book’. In order to keep the book viable for
everyone in it, the insurer will review their pricing regularly, adjusting their prices to you, the client,
accordingly.

15. Multi-benefit discounts, Multi-product Discounts
It’s a competitive market, so most firms now offer some type of bundled discounts. They may call
it different things, and structure it all slightly differently, but essentially, it’s around customer loyalty:
the more you stack with them, the lower your price per product. Some of these discounts can be
significant, especially when you are getting close to or beyond 10-12% discounts on an annual
premium.

16. Kids trauma - free of not..?
The are several top-tier insurers who will offer some form of free trauma cover for children, as
long as the parents have a certain amount of trauma cover. On top of this, some companies will
allow you to purchase additional trauma cover for children.

17. Future Insurability - what is it?
This is another option that can be available with some life insurance policies. Again, the names
might be different depending on which firm you deal with, but it effectively offers a chance to
increase your sum insured without needing to be underwritten for the increase. Meaning?
Usually, if you want to increase your risk with the insurance company, they want to ask you a
load of questions again, to underwrite you. This Future Insurability Option allows you to increase
your cover without needing to answer quite so comprehensively about your changed health
situation. Obviously, there are conditions that apply, specific to each provider, but it simplifies
things for you. And that, let’s not forget, is what we’re here to deliver! Simplification, and
clarification.

Final thoughts
These are the 17 things that most influence price in personal insurance. This is by no means an
exhaustive list, but it should have given you valuable information about the price for insurance
and, most importantly, how the different choices you make will affect your final price.
As you can see, there are many variables, depending on your needs, what you want, and how
you want your risk protection plan to work. Remember, no one knows what is going to happen
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in the future. We are simply trying to find the right financial protection if that unexpected event
happens to you.
Feel free to speak with us, or your financial adviser, about any of the points we discuss above.
The ultimate objective is that you can get the right protection that you need for you and your
family, at a price that is right for you.
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THE TOP 8 MISTAKES WHEN BUYING INSURANCE
Not that thrilling…
…but utterly critical. No one will argue that insurance is super-exciting, and a list entitled “ways to
spend my money other than on insurance” would be a long one indeed. But, simply put insurance
is an integral part of any financial plan. Because? Because the risks of not carrying insurance are
simply too great.
But where do you start? It’s easy to make mistakes when buying insurance coverage – especially
if you’re a bit new to all this – mistakes that can result in the loss of your assets or create an
unnecessary burden on your monthly expenses. And we’ll be direct here: if you die unexpectedly,
and you do not have your financial affairs in order, that burden becomes your family's.
Taking the time to think through your requirements now, will save many weeks, months and
sometimes years of pain, in the future. We reckon that’s reason enough to start a discussion. So
that’s what we’re doing, beginning with a few simple bits of information that can really help you
avoid those pitfalls, come up smiling and say, didn’t I do well? Yes, you did!
Many of these mistakes we discuss below may be applied across all insurance types. However,
the focus here is on personal insurance, such as life, trauma, and disability cover.
Avoid these common mistakes when you’re shopping for insurance:

1. Failing to Shop Around
Companies use a bunch of different equations and calculations to determine client premiums.
Some insurers will have more faith in someone of your demographic and risk profile than others.
Shop around before you decide. It might be the most lucrative time you spend this year. With
personal insurance, there are many options to consider. Use a registered financial adviser, who
can look at different companies on your behalf, to guide you through that process.

2. Ignoring the importance of long-term care or disability insurance
This type of policy can take a significant bite out of your finances, but it is insurance that most
people eventually need. Long-term care is expensive, but crucial. If your budget is limited (and
that’s most of us) it’s possible to limit the policy to a two or five-year period to cut your premium.
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3. Purchasing an inadequate amount of insurance – or too much
There are some old-school brokers still around who will encourage you to buy perhaps more
cover than you should. Sometimes they’re right – bitter experience tells us that purchasing too
little coverage is a bigger mistake than purchasing too much. However, purchasing too much
will result in a larger expense than necessary. So, what do I do?! Exactly. A good financial adviser
will help you find the sweet spot.

4. Unknowingly leaving some financial risks uninsured
Covering your debt and income are two obvious risks to insure. However, what are the future
needs of you and your family? Do you have risks that might not be covered? It’s important to
ensure that you have at least considered all worst-case scenarios, so that you have comfort in
what is covered.

5. Not Updating Coverage
Everyone’s needs change over time. Your insurance coverage should change over time, too.
Companies can also change their pricing structure. A “great deal” this year might not be as
competitive next year. Re-evaluate your needs annually and after any major life event.

6. Choosing a low premium structure for your risk strategy
Choosing to "share the risk" with the insurance company is a great way of minimising your
monthly costs. However, be sure that you have a financial 'buffer' at hand, so that when that
unfortunate event does happen, you are not left short. Any savings that you make on the premium
should be added into your emergency savings account so that you can be prepared.

7. Buying coverage without background checking the provider
A quick internet reference check can save you a lot of grief. While you’ll always have to filter
“review” information, if there are a lot of complaints regarding refused claims or slow response
on an insurer you’re looking at, look somewhere else. Lowest price isn’t always the best option,
and price shouldn’t be the only factor you take into consideration when buying. Do your
homework. Again, this is something that a good financial adviser should be able to help you with.

8. Check your adviser’s motivations
While there are, in the majority, highly ethical agents that would never sell an unnecessary policy,
many insurance brokers are focused on the bottom line. Their bottom line. Double-check the
information and advice that your agent provides. Use an agent that you can trust, especially one
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that you think is in for a long-term client relationship. To be fair, in New Zealand, the recent
regulations from the FMA (Financial Markets Authority) are rightly making it harder for the 'quicksell, slick insurance' transactions to take place, ensuring the key focus is on developing the client
relationships.

Some final thoughts
The thought of insurance can be daunting and going through it in detail can seem confusing. But
insurance provides you with fundamental, critical security. Most of us simply don’t have the
financial resources to replace our home or our car, or pay large medical bills when unexpected
events strike.

Insurance is a way of protecting your assets and your future.
Insurance coverage will take a portion of your monthly income – and you can decide what that
proportion is – but it really is money well spent. How much it costs depends on individual
circumstances. In Australia and New Zealand, we know that many policies will cost 3-6% of the
gross household income. This is not a hard and fast rule, but it does give you an indication and
benchmark for financial security.

Without that security, it is very difficult to plan effectively for the future, especially for
retirement.
If you have to spend years recovering from a financial loss due to sickness or ill health, those
years are compromising, not enhancing your retirement. And we think that’s reason enough to
have “that insurance conversation.” Talk to us, or your financial adviser; we’re here to help.
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15 Tips for Finding a Good Life Insurance Adviser
What does “good” look like?!
If you’ve heard that a good life insurance adviser is hard to find, you may well be right. Yet the
vast majority of people living in New Zealand will, at some point, need to purchase life insurance.
And when it comes to buying something that’s so critical to the lives and protection of your family
members, you definitely need the right person to guide you through the process. And, ideally, be
in for the long haul.
So how do you find an exceptional insurance agent? Will you even know one when you meet
one? What you need is a life insurance agent, (or financial adviser or insurance broker) that will
inform you clearly and without bias about the myriad products available and will honestly advise
you regarding how much life insurance you will need.
We’ve put together a quickfire checklist that will help get you thinking and can start the
conversation. Have a read below to find the 15 tips for finding a good life insurance adviser.
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1.Ask Around
Talk to friends and family about their advisers. Word of mouth is still one of the best methods of
finding a quality professional. But ask the right questions – what do they like about their adviser?
Why do they trust them? Do they think they’d be the right fit for you? Inquire as to whether they
have any concerns regarding their agents' ability to assist you.

2.Check the staff
When you first make contact with an adviser, you'll probably speak to the agent's office staff. How
well did the staff member respond to your questions? Did they seem professional and resolve
your requests in a timely way? A good adviser will have competent office staff.

3.Shop Around
Talk to 2 or 3 financial advisers. This way, you can do some comparisons and narrow your focus
to the agent you prefer to work with. Plus, you'll want to take the opportunity to find out about
their credentials and work histories, which will help you to rule in or out specific agents. Pay
special attention to each agent's diligence in responding to your questions.

4.Check their Experience
Ask some questions around background. How long have they been selling insurance? Have they
worked for other companies, or brokers? Gather as much information about the agent's work
history as possible and think about what else is relevant for your decision.

5. Check the financial adviser’s registration
In New Zealand, every financial adviser must be registered with the Financial Services Provider
Register with the Companies Office (https://fsp-register.companiesoffice.govt.nz/). If you cannot
find your adviser there - do not use them! New laws are coming into force (delayed due to COVID19) that tighten the definition of finance advice further in favour of clients and the public.

6. Favour Independence
Focus on obtaining an independent insurance agent. This type of financial adviser can sell a
variety of insurance products from numerous providers. This is to your advantage. To explain: if
you make contact with a specific insurance company and work with one of their agents, then the
only type of policy that agent can sell is one of that particular company's. However, with an
independent agent, you'll be offered a wider selection of insurance products with a better
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likelihood of finding one to fit your specific needs. The more insurance companies that the
financial adviser interfaces with, the better the chance that they’ll be able to find a policy that fits
you and your needs – and your budget – like the proverbial glove.

7.Trust Your Instinct
If an agent says right off the bat that they have the “perfect” policy for you, be suspicious. Finding
the right policy takes some quality Q & A time between you and the adviser, so that they have a
real understanding of what you need – and what you don’t. And don’t let them push that “perfect”
product on you: the final decision will be yours to make.

8.What’s that??
Make sure they know how to listen. If they start pressuring you to head in a certain direction or
focus on a certain product, they haven’t been listening, deliberately or otherwise. Vote with your
feet and move on. An effective adviser listens and is attentive; they don’t get to do all the talking.

9. Takes Time to Get to Know You
A good adviser is one that will sit down and really focus on your financial needs, your dealbreakers and must-haves. His or her recommendations must be solutions that work well with
your own personal circumstances and your situation.

10. Is Responsive
How quickly did they return you calls? Whenever you have questions or comments about an
insurance policy or claim, a quality agent should call you back (or email a response) within 24
hours if they were unavailable when you called. You should be that important to them.

11. The Adviser Combo: Tact, Understanding and Knowledge
An effective adviser understands where you’re coming from. They’ll listen to you and then present
you with facts and examples that provide clarity regarding the insurance you’re looking for,
information that helps allow you to make an informed decision.
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12. The Adviser Combo II: Honest and Impartial
There is no such thing as a dream product. Everything has benefits, and some will have
shortcomings. A good, fair, and smart adviser will tell you about any downsides as well as the
benefits of the policy. Their advice will not be biased, and they will recommend products that suit
your needs (not theirs). This is especially relevant if you are changing your policy from a particular
provider or modifying your risk management strategy.

13. Has general legal and tax knowledge
A good agent should be able to explain to you the general legal and tax implications of a policy.
Specific legal and tax knowledge, however, should still be directed to your lawyer or accountant.

14. Is friendly!
There’s a thought! It’s a serious business, but an approachable manner is critical. You’re going to
like dealing with someone that you’re going to like dealing with! A competent agent will have a
smile on their face and openly chat with you.

15. And not pushy
The days of white shoes and “close the sale” are long gone. You should never feel pressured; you
should always feel comfortable.

When you’re seeking an insurance broker you can trust, look for these characteristics. Trust your
own instincts about whether someone is the right financial adviser for you. With a little
background work, you’ll find an engaging, professional and knowledgeable agent whose focus
is to fulfil your insurance needs. Your objective is to protect your most precious assets and find
the perfect life insurance to protect your family's future. Choosing your adviser is the first step.
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CLOSING COMMENTS
You have now walked through the four key aspects of personal insurance: The basics, the costs,
the common mistakes and lastly, how to find a great adviser. There is obviously plenty that has
not been written. However, it is our aim that you now have enough information so you can have
a good, robust, and meaningful conversation. That conversation will be with your family you’re
your adviser about the best risk protection for you and your family.
How you choose to ‘stack’ your insurance, according to your needs while matching your budget
‘pie’, will ensure that your cover is fit for purpose, for where you are at right now in life.

www.bolsterriskmanagement.com
as New Zealand company
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